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DRIVEN WOLF HUNT 

 

Location:  St. Petersburg, Karelia, 200-300 miles from St. Petersburg 

Season dates: January 25-March 15 

Hunting method: Traditional driven flagged hunt 

Accommodations: Fully equipped hunting lodge 

Group size: 4-8 

Price: $2500 

Additional day of hunting: $300  

Trophy fee: wolf $600, lynx $4000, wolverine $1500 

 

Included in the price: 

Reception and assistance in St. Petersburg airport; Accommodation in the hunting area; 

Meals and soft drinks during the hunt; Roundtrip ground transportation airport-hunting area and transportation 

during the hunt; Services of several guides; Services of 1 interpreter in a camp; Field trophy preparation; Gun 

permit; Invitation letter and voucher.  

 

Not included in the price: 

Insurance of any kind; International and domestic travel before and after the hunt; Preserving, shipping or 

transporting of trophies from Russia; Cost of sightseeing tours; Ground transportation unrelated to hunting; 

Gratuities; Trophy fee; CITES permits. 

 

Itinerary 

Day 1: Arrival to St. Petersburg and transfer to the hunting lodge.  

Day 2-8: 7 days of hunting 

Day 8-9: Return to St. Petersburg for a flight home. 

 

Details: The number of wolves in the St. Petersburg region and Karelia has been increasing for the past two 

decades despite active hunting, which has a huge adverse impact on the number of moose and wild boar in this 

part of Russia. We offer a traditional driven flagged wolf hunt. This requires locating a pack, consisting of 3 to 

6 animals, surrounding it with a rope approximately 3.5-5 miles (5-8 km) long with a narrow opening where 

shooters are located, and pushing wolves towards the shooting line. Shots are taken from a short distance, 

usually using 12 gauge shotguns loaded with buckshot. Drives are organized every other day. Hunters should 

be in good physical condition, dressed in layers and wearing snow camo suites. Additionally, hunters can 

choose to hunt lynx or wolverine with the dogs. 

  

 
 


